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BIOGRAPHY
Dimitri has been passionate about music from a very early age.
His first releases date back more than 10 years and got played by big names like
Carl Cox, Mark Broom, Luke Slater and many others. Since then, Dimitri evolved
and built up his career as an experienced high quality DJ and producer.
In 2003 a first break-through came when he released 'Panther ep' on the prestigious
and artistically highly appreciated label Music Man. The ep sold well, received many
positive reviews and delivered invitations to perform at major European parties such
as I Love Techno.
More releases followed and Dimitri continued working and producing in his studio on
lots of different projects, always with lots of attention for the groove in his work. His
productions are getting played worldwide by the biggest DJs who all appreciate this
typical groove and the pro-pulsing arrangements as ideal ingredients to make the
floor go wild.
In 2008, Dimitri released a new pearl, 'Run and hide'. The track was a first step in a
more emotional curve of his productions. Soon after he made remixes for Marc
Romboy and Chelonis R jones (Get Physical) on Systematic recordings.(Elif,
Pompadour) As well as some very deep emotional remixes he also made more
energetic remixes on MB Elektronics, Girafe sauvage that year.
More collaborations with other DJs, artists and producers occur again in 2009. Lately
Dimitri has been working with Marc Romboy in the studio and together they remixed
a track from Marc's latest Album, 'The Beat'. A few months later, Dimitri released
'Pharaoh'. Again he produced not only the music, but also a video on this track. As
he's also working on tv commercials and different side-projects, these experiences
mirror more and more in his cinematic way of arranging tracks. Due to these
experiences, Dimitri now creates a music video for most of his releases. 2009 also
saw releases and remixes appearing on Suara, Circle Music, Robotronic Recs and
Yoshitoshi.
2010 starts with a remix for DCI Label (Ali "Dubfire" Shirazinia en Sharam Tayebi of
Deep Dish) with Sharam’s ‘Say Yeah’. Dimitri's second release for the Sytematic
label 'Snickerz' takes you on an emotional journey once more. Snickerz took Dimitri
Andreas to a 29th place on Beatport and Ben Watt introduced Dimitri Andreas on
his radio show with an exclusive mix. New releases are coming up as we speak with
the new track ʻMedellinʼ celebrating the 60th release of MB Elektronics (Marco
Bailey). The German based label ʻSproutmusicʼ is releasing a Dimitri Andreas
remix of the Mexican band Xiaha Troden with the track ʻMira Negraʼ.
Dimitri Andreas was also asked by Pioneer to write the soundtrack for their movie
ʻYour Pioneer…Your Passionʼ you can watch the result here!.
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DJ
With new material in the pipeline, Dimitri Andreas will be heading out on the road
again so be ready to party this summer at ʻThe Fuseʼ, ʻDour Festivalʼ, ʻ10 days offʼ,
Laundry Day and many more. For all booking inquiries don’t hesitate to contact:
And
check
out
Dimitri
Andreas’
website:
info@dimitriandreas.be
http://www.dimitriandreas.com to discover more rare grooves and new tracks.

DISCOGRAPHY
Mira Negra by Xiaha Troden
Dimitri Andreas remix
SPROUT MUSIC
Release june 2010
Music is a dub by SMFM
Dimitri Andreas remix
PUSH-IT RECORDINGS
Release june 2010
Medellin
Dimitri Andreas
MB ELEKTRONICS
Release june 2010
Hatefull by Gus Gus
Dimitri Andreas & Marc Romboy remix
KOMPAKT
Release june 2010
Del Sol by Sabb & Luca Albano
Dimitri Andreas Remix
SUPREME RECORDS
Release februari 2010
Snickerz
Dimitri Andreas
SYSTEMATIC
Release februari 2010
Say Yeah by Sharam
Dimitri Andreas Remix
DCI
Release februari 2010
Talking All That Jazz
Marc Romboy / Dimitri Andreas
SYSTEMATIC
Release january 2010
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V by Namito
Dimitri Andreas Remix
YOSHITOSHI
Release november 16th 2009
Bedlam by Spieltape
Dimitri Andreas Remix
ROBOTRONIC
Release november 25th 2009
Mystery Land by Fred Hush
Dimiri Andreas
CIRCLE MUSIC
Release december 12th 2009
Pharaoh
Dimitri Andreas
SYSTEMATIC
Release june 2009
Come And Play by Tango & Cash, Kobaya, Marco Nastic
Dimitri Andreas
SUARA
Release september 2009
The Beat by Marc Romboy and Chelonis R. Jones
Dimitri Andreas
SYSTEMATIC
Release february 2009
Pompadour by Chelonis R. Jones
Dimitri Andreas
SYSTEMATIC
Release april 2009
True emotions by Davy Dee and Dany rodriguez
Dimitri Andreas
MB ELEKTRONICS
Release march 2009
Girafe by Aalberg and Angstrom
Dimitri Andreas
GIRAFE SAUVAGE
Release August 2009
Run and Hide
Dimitri Andreas
SYSTEMATIC
Release october 2008
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Elif by Marc romboy
Dimitri Andreas
SYSTEMATIC
Release september 2008
Tiger
Dimitri Andreas
TOKEN /N.E.W.S.
Release 2008
Panther
Dimitri Andreas
MUSIC MAN RECORDS /N.E.W.S.
Release 2003
Second
Dimitri Andreas
LUPP / N.E.W.S.
Release 2002
Riven
Dimitri Andreas
SESSION RECORDINGS
Release 2001
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REACTION SHEETS
SHARAM
Say Yeah (Dimitri Andreas remix)
Yoshitoshi recordings
Davide Squillace - "Great on one Say Yeah." Joel Mull - "Full support on my man
Alan!!! Deep yet driving forward like a train in the night.. Im loving the Simi & Masterkeys
mix and Dimitri Andreas mix too. Great package and high Q production." Jon Rundell "I like the Say Yeah mix, will get loads of plays!" Gregor Tresher - "Great mixes, Dimitri
Andreas mix my favorite! Full support!" Martin Eyerer - "Good work from Dimitri as
usual!" Technasia - "Fitzpatrick & Andreas remixes are very good. Play & Support." Jim
Rivers - "Dimitri Andreas mix for me on this one." Diversions - (CHRY 105.5FM
Toronto, Canada) - "SAY YEAH feat Chuck D, remixed by Dimitri Andreas - very cool!!!"
Gavin Kingsley - (Carl Cox Global) - "Amazing package - first class choice of remixes.
All 3 superb."Karlos Sense - (Ibiza Sonica) - "Dimitri Andreas Remix is big Techno!! Full
Support." Reset Robot - "Dimitri's mix is great here. I will be playing." Adam Beyer "Fitzpatrik and Andreas for me, Good stuff. Support." Perc - "Dimitri Andreas remix
works for me. Looking forward to road testing it." Orde Meikle (Slam) - "Cool reixes strong package." Norman Nodge – (Berghain) - "Quality stuff, got to play the Alan
Fitzpatrick and the Dimitri Andreas mix for sure." Jerome Isma-ae - "Great Package!
Support!!" Daniele Papini - "Fitzpatrick remix and Dimitri Andreas remix rocks, full
support!" Pär Grindvik - "Solid! Dimitri Andreas rework for me." Cirillo - "Say Yeah and
Kill are floorfillers!" Ramon Tapia - "Dimi Andreas and Simi remixxes are hot!! Big up :)"
Axwell - "Dimitri Andreas Remix is nice!" Anderson Noise - "Say Yeah is great!!"
Richie Hawtin - Downloaded. Club Madnezz Holland - "Dimitri Andreas Remix is food
for the dance floor..." Jose Maria Ramon - (Ibiza Global Radio) - "What a beautiful
tracks ;) sure play on Ibiza Global Radio. respect."
Christopher Çolak (Dinamo.fm/Acik Radio Istanbul) - "Landmark release! Dimitri Andreas Remix is great!"
Valka - (Paris One Reverse) - "Difficult to do any better." Phonic Express - (RTE Pulse,
Dublin) - "Dimitri's remix of Say Yeah is off da hook! Love all the elements in the track.
This is gonna rock on a big soundsystem. Absolute Quality!" Louis Osbourne - (RTE
Pulse Radio, Dublin) - "All tracks are great, I will play Alan's and Dimitri's the most. Well
solid. Great package." Tsugi Magazine France - "Huge Dimitri Andreas production."
De:Bug Magazine Germany- "Up for review."
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DIMITRI ANDREAS
Snickerz
Systematic recordings
Ben Watt - Loved 'Run & Hide'. Love this! Christian Smith - Awesome!! Quentin Harris Really feelin' the original mix. I'll be playing this one! Par Grindvik - Dimitri is a true
production genius! Looking forward to add this one to my crate! Agoria - "Dimitri is
definitely a great techno producer!" Norman Nodge – (Berghain) - "Really nice stuff.
Deep and kicking at the same time." Orde Meikle - (Slam) - "Nice tecky shit - like
Snickerz." Karotte - "The original is great and the remix from Nima too. Full support."
Nick Höppner – (Panorama Bar / MyMy) - "Santos Guardingo remix is cool!" Shinedoe
- "Nima Goriji remix is the one for me." Quentin Harris - "Really Feeling the original mix,
I'll be playing this one!" Len Faki - "Interstellar percussion mix - support!" Lee Curtiss "Nice EP! Thanks!" Ramon Tapia - "Snickers original for me!!! The man from Kortrijk
rockz once again!" Behrouz - "Great package, I like all of them. Full support." Sharam "Nice Package! Dimitri is on fire these days." King Unique - "Snickerz... paranoid spythriller techno ticks my boxes!!" Jim Rivers - "More excellent stuff...really like the original
and Santos mix - whole ep is solid. will play!" Tiger Stripes - "Excellent! Like all mixes."
Voitek - (Catz n Dogz) - "Cool original is for me," Oliver Huntemann - "Good job. I like
all mixes." UNER - "Great release!! Im in love! :) i cant choose one ! full support!!"
2000 and One - "Cool EP!" H.O.S.H. - "Original snickerz i like! peanuts, chocolat and
the creamy rest! :)" Terry Francis - (Fabric london) - "Snickerz is nice!" Brothers' Vibe
- "Yeah man, killer EP!!" Matthew Dekay - "Excellent sir!!" Club Madnezz Holland - "A
track with a story to tell Djs need these kind!" Ceoltronic Radio - (RTE Pulse DAB,
Dublin) - "The original is immense and the remixes follow up strong too. Great EP. Loving
it. Will play on the show tomorrow night." Kiko - (DocePulgadas RadioShow) - "Groovy
and direct to the dancefloor! Supported by DocePulgadas RadioShow."Louis Osbourne
- (RTE Pulse Radio, Dublin) - "All 3 trax are good and will be used, while it's the original
that is the stand out track, I think I will play the Santos G mix the most as it's a bit techier.
Excellent release from Sytematic again." Ben Watt - "Loved Run and Hide. Love this."
Osunlade - "Nicely done..love the beats on Snickerz, Nima's remix does it well also!"
Mauro Picotto - "Really nice mixes." Christian Smith - "Snickerz is awesome!!!! I will
hammer this!"
Richie Hawtin - Downloaded. Gregor Tresher - "Wow, great original mix. Really into
this. Also both Rmxs sound great!! Will play." Pär Grindvik - "Dimitri is a true production
genius! Looking forward to add this one to my crate!" Hector Romero - "I'm really feeling
both Original and Nima's mix - rocking grooves!" Guy J - "Original my choice." Wally
Lopez - "Snickerz...like it..will play!" Erick Morillo - Downloaded. Nick Warren - "Three
brilliant mixes love em all!" Hernan Cattaneo - "Really good original and Nima mix!"
Gruber & Nuernberg - "Snickerz is a really nice melodic, groovin' track as well as the
Nima Gorji Remix! Full Support!" Ralf - "Nima Goriji Remix...like it and play it." Danny
Tenaglia - "Santos Guardingo Remix for me!"
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DIMITRI ANDREAS
Run and hide
Systematic recordings
Pete Tong (BBC 1): everything on here is brilliant.I-DJ: Really liking the
warpedness in this, support from me Juice fm Liverpool (steve parry) wowzer - Run
and Hide is Awesome - main mix is absolutely superb!!!anja schneider:just to let you
know Dimitri Andreas / afrilounge Remix is fuckin great !!! Amazing reaction on the
floor.I love it .ONLY 4 DJS Excellent EP !!!! I play it and it will be featured in my next
ONLY FOR DJ's compilation. Review confirmed for September as well.DIMITRI
ANDREAS
'Run
And
Hide'
(Systematic)
****
>Podcast
Ce jeune producteur a un talent monstrueux. 'Run And Hide' devient instantément un
classique deep minimale et housy. La rythmique est dubby et juste un peu tribale,
alors que la progression et planante, tout comme ce superbe vocale féminin qui
hérisse le poil. On a en prime des remixes haut de gamme, notamment grâce à
Guido Schneider. Sublime ! (Only For DJ's - Ludovic Rambaud, Septembre 2008)Stu
bru (tomaz): Got it and like it a lot. Very different form the DA stuff we heard before.
Deep dark and moody. Great remix by Guido as well. Full support Radio Vibrations:
Ouch I did not receive this track, but it's ACE !! My favorite is the original one, will
play it for sure !!Rotationz: Wow, very nice to receive a promo from a Belgian
producer on a big label like Systematic! Always a pleasure because we can use it in
Belgium! Even better is that the track is great :-) The original has everything what is
needed: a pumpy house rhythm, a nice mnml melody & small electro influences,
some surprising breaks,... and off course that sick voice which makes this record
stick into your mind! I prefer the Original, and the Guido Schneider Remix which
strips it down to the essential mumbling of the vocal: simple but at the same time
brillant! Definitely on my playlist, because it's Belgian but not only because it's
Belgian, it's more than that, this is sooo good! Deejay (spain) – review
Deejay Oh, oh, oh, Dimitry Andreas's record is soooo nice!!! Original track is one of most
amazing tracks that I've heard during this year! #1 in my Oct chart! Miradio (ES):
Marc again with his "fine eye" for to book the best tunes for Systematic..Tremendo
release 10/10 original and remixes special attention afrilounge remix...will play this
weekend at ibiza...Privilege close party saturdays and Ibiza global set 21-22 hours
Radio 538(NL): we love dimitri andreas! Triple J (AUS): This is a great track! Am
loving it. I think this will conquer dancefloors everywhere. Playing the mix this
weekend too. Spin FM: Got it love it will air his mix this saturday nite on spin fm.. btw
9.45pm & 10.45pm great mix by the way.. best one in ages Radio zunfunk: i love
dimitri andreas! the remix from guido schneider ist extremly good too, i will vote in in
my nest dcc-playlist for sure!!! Radio FG (BE): Like it and will play 4 sure! Nice
Move out(PL): amazing production!!! Iʼll definitely review it! One fm (RO): thank you
for the dimitri andreas – great!!! Posivision (Japan): Iʼm planning review - Dimitri
Andreas 'Run and Hide' Hot stuff! 94.9 CHRW (US): this Andreas release is nice. I'll
definatly play one of these tracks on my next show
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LINKS
SOUNDCLOUD : TRACKS & DJ MIX
http://soundcloud.com/dimitri-andreas
VIDEO LINKS
http://www.youtube.com/dimitriandreas
PRESS PICTURES
http://www.wickstonia.com/orea/dimitri_andreas/PRESS/press_picts.zip
MYSPACE
http://www.myspace.com/dimitriandreasmusic
FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com/dimitriandreas
TWITTER
http://twitter.com/dimitriandreas
WEBSITE
http://www.dimitriandreas.com
DISCOGS
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Dimitri+Andreas
CONTACT
info@dimitriandreas.be
management@dimitriandreas.be

SUBSCRIBE TO NEWSLETTER
Mail “yes” to newsletter@dimitriandreas.be
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